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Climates

Oden Mountains
This climate covers most of the areas that are more than 500 meters above                        
sea-level. The mountains have a lot of mines and caves as a result of dwarf activity in                     
earlier ages. Climate exists both in the unclaimed territories and Oden.

Temperature Average day temperature: 5 degrees spring, 10 degrees mid-summer, 0 
degrees autumn, -10 degrees winter.

Weather Most precipitation is in the form of snow or hail. Some riverbeds 
flood mid-summer. 

Natural 
resources

Iron, Precious Metals and Gems, Minerals.

Terrain Sloped, rocky, ravines, snowdrift, ice, rivers.

Vegetation Patches of forests that refuse to die out, even above tree level. 
Grass, shrubbery and some rare orchids.

Animal life Small rodents live very well in the caves and snow. Small game and 
wild goats, large birds of prey.

Creatures Akhlut, Dwarves, Frost Enzods, Giants, Kobolds, Mountain 
Spirits, Sheshy, Wendigo.

Settlements Roadside Taverns, Mining Villages, Dwarf Cities, Kobold 
Settlements, Sheshy Villages.

Survival Camps may be snowed in. Colds and hypo- thermia is common, if 
players get cold or wet during travel. Several days of hypothermia 
unchecked may result in death. Large risk of Avalanches.

Cultures

Odenite
The Empire of Oden stretches far around the continent of Oden, influencing a lot of 
other cultures. Their cities are spread but also very protective of their ways, mostly 
also protected by military troops.

Timeframe The Empire of Oden was founded by Emperor Yabuqa in year 0. 
The biggest event is the War of Expansion 510-550.

Geography Across the Empire and in Asto Aglein. In all terrains and                        
climates, but mainly around large cities. Triatan is the largest with 
a population of 380 000.

Religion Odenites have a state religion built around Illar, it includes room 
for other worshippers.

Value system Their faith defines the values of Odenites, encouraging                      
compassion, enlightenment and the idea of improving the world.

Politics Ruled by the Emperor and the eleven Regents. Regents rule one 
region each, assisted by their councils of vassals and military 
officers.

Social class The lower and middle classes are treated as equals by the law 
and rulers, as long as they are citizens of the Empire. Upper class                 
citizens are elected as such by the cleric.

Economy Minted silver coins, the Empire has a list of endorsed banks.                
The wealth is spread evenly among the lower classes, better than most 
other societies.

Natural 
resources

Cultivated land, metals.

Production Production of food, cotton, wine, metals and fruits through              
farmlands. Main exports are textiles, wines and more.

Food & drink Diets are local based on nearby farms. Wine is available                  
almost anywhere.

Language Odenites speak Odenese, an ancient language Persian-like             
language. Most only use their given names, as using their family 
name is seen as a shameful display of status.

Clothes Trade allows for lots of different fabrics and dyes, lower classes use 
cotton and linens.

Magic Magic is very rare, but cautiously accepted.

Tech Level Most cities have well developed infrastructures like sewage and 
carriage roads. Middle class citizens have access to private schools 
at a modest price.

Law Regents appoint judges and their military officers uphold the law. 
Their law is based on Illar’s tenets.

Heroes Former Emperors, Biriqu the Dragonslayer

Faction Asto Aglein: No longer part of the Empire. It was the twelfth 
regency. Their society fell after it was expelled from the Emperor.

Varaes
The Varaes are a people from the forests of the South end of the Triatan Steppes on 
the continent of Oden. They live in simple societies often in harmony with nature and 
the Spirits of the Forest.

Timeframe The Varaes have been around in some form or another for              
thousands of years. It is a culture without any common history. 
The greatest event for this culture is when their settlements were 
excluded from the Oden Expansion.

Geography The Empire of Oden, in Southern Forests bordering the Nomadic 
Freereign Empire. Settlements are placed in the densest forest 
areas, where spirits roam. They do not found cities, but live in 
small villages.

Religion Varaes Spirit Worship.
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Value system Citizens value their connection to nature and the Spirits of the 
Forest. Their basis for their morals and ethics are based on fables 
passed through the line of druids.

Politics Villages are governed by an Elder Druid, the different Elder 
Druids gather in counsel to discuss issues. High yields from                             
natural resources makes the system work. They are 
however very dependent on the Spirit’s Favour.

Social Class Druids are considered as the highest class. After this are the 
Hunters, Gatherers and Lumberworkers who dare to “take” from 
the Spirits. Lowest are those who stay in the village or on roads 
- crafters etc. Druids are the fastest to get blamed by the people, 
when something goes wrong.

Economy They live in symbiosis with the Oden Empire and have mostly 
adopted their currency, but some still barter their goods and 
services.

Natural 
resources

Varaes culture is strictly based upon what grows in the wilds. 
Everything else is exported. Some make a living of hunting for gold 
in one of the many streams.

Production They produce cured meats, skins, herbs, lumber and a lot of food. 
Herbs are their most precious export, mostly as dried spices for 
rich Odenites.

Food &
Drinks

As with the categories above. Varaes culture is based on                    
hunting and foraging, when that fails they will trade with Odenites                     
or Nomads. Their most known speciality is a wine made from a 
berry blend, each village has its own recipe.

Language Most Varaes speak Odenese, some speak Ariva, honoring the              
Elves and Linnea.

Clothes Furs, linens, jute, leather. Whatever they can get their hands on, as 
long as it ‘does not offend their spirits’.

Magic Magic is not common among the people, most miracles are 
attributed to the Spirits, including the supernatural powers of the 
Druid. Magic-users are generally feared or shunned.

Tech Level There has been little need for technological development, when the 
Spirits provide them with everything they need, what they have 
learnt has come through Oden, like roads, masonry and smithing.

Law The Elder druids gather to interpret the law according to the Spirits. 
Judgements are based on tradition or revelation. Defendants are 
afforded a chance to plea to the Spirits or prove their innocence.

Heroes Oshum the Skinshaper, Spiritcaller Valsar

Faction Guardians: The most civilized faction, comprises most of the              
villages in Varaes.
Skinwarper: Skinwarpers worship natural mutations and                     
predatory instincts, they live in small hidden settlements, cut off 
from society.

Barakite
Barakite Dwarves are local to central Oden and in ancient times, all around the              
continent. They at one time acted as guardians ensuring that ‘the Deep’ did not spill to 
the surface. Barak means ‘Gateway’.

Timeframe The culture is at least 3500 years old, when they first built their 
mine in Iron Valley, forging the Great Gateway in the bowels of 
the mountain.

For a thousand years, the Barakites were believed to be extinct, 
but the last few hundred years, some small enclaves have been 
discovered.

The defining moment of the civilization was to successfully repel 
an invasion of ‘Nam Kud’, a race of creatures from ‘the Deep’.

Geography Barakites inhabit(ed) central Oden, but outposts have been found 
throughout the continent. They are suited to live underground,              
in connection to most climates. They usually settle in areas with 
minerals or metals.

Religion Barakites worship the Spirits of the Mountain and adhere to the 
teachings of Fumbus. They think of themselves as god-appointed 
guardians of the surface world.

Value system Barakites have most of their value system tangled with Fumbus. 
Ingenuity and effort. They have been created with large                  
physical flaws, which makes them prone to disease and injury -                              
so promoting good health is their most important value.

Politics Their people were governed by a council of Elders, representing the 
great families going back centuries. 

The most powerful institutions are the Elder Council, Military 
High Command and the Arcaeneum. It is unknown if these               
institutions have persisted until the present day. 

Social class Classes are important in Barakite society, family status is                             
paramount. Higher classes are given opportunities not afforded 
other, and positions of power are largely inherited.

Council members, military leaders, healers,  alchemists and                
forgemasters are the most sought after professions, in that order.

Economy Barakites use silver coins as currency. Trade between dwarven cit-
ies is common, but not with other cultures. Wealth is distributed to 
the important families, and the lower classes pay most of the taxes.

Natural 
resources

Metals, minerals and other bi-products of mining. Their most 
precious resources are all types of medicine or health-beneficial 
substances.

Production Barakites produce intricate metalwork, alchemical compounds. 
They do most of their production with blacksmiths and engineers. 
Their main exports are alchemical compounds.

Food & drink A very varied suite of different foods, specially created to promote 
a long healthy life. Based on herded animals, herbs, greens, dairy.

Language Dwarves have a language similar to sumerian. Their body                   
language follows a strict set of rules, designed to reveal untruths 
when speaking.
Bolg means belly, Barak means Gateway.

Clothes Commoners wear simple garbs, while the higher classes were more 
and more bright colors and armor. Dwarf armors are specially 
suited to help avoid work-related injuries. 

Most of the dyes are harvested minerals from the mountains, 
which are unique to the culture.

Magic Barakites use magic for production of machinery and in every part 
of their normal lives. Deep magic is widely spread and respected.

Tech Level Fumbus’ teachings dictate that the dwarves should always               
develop their metallurgy. They educate and research, and their 
infrastructure is largely well-functioning.

Law They have two types of crimes, violent crimes and crimes              
against community. 

Violent crimes are handled by the military leadership,                                 
while communal offenses are handled by the legal advisors of the 
Elder Council. They enforce their jurisdictions separately.

Heroes Commander Jornus Hammerhand

Faction New Barakite, remnants of the old societies, but with a broken link 
to the past. They are as focused as before, but not as closed off.
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Religion
Odenite   
The Odenite religion is very widespread. They focus on the worship of Illar and his 
sub-deities as a state religion. The religion is open and including other gods in the 
main pantheon.

Timeline Its roots stem from Akalek, which the first Emperor brought with 
him to Oden, the initial religion was based on the fact that emperor 
Yabuqa was sent to Oden by the sun-god Illar.

Gods Illar is the only god officially included in the religion, although they 
recognize the existence of the other gods in the pantheon.

Demigods None, they have a comprehensive suite of saints - many of them 
are past emperors.

Entities The Void is important. The idea in Odenite faith is that Illars 
warmth staves off the Void and its servants.

Myths World was spoken into being with High Arcana and Illar created 
human beings to discover and improve the world in Illar’s image. 
Discovery and Improvement have been used as an argument to 
start many of Oden’s wars.

‘We are the spark of Illar, travelling his great creation’ Odenites 
believe that Illar is the son of the ‘Fires of Creation’.

Rituals 
and traditions

Odenites celebrate the current and former Emperors birthday, two 
days a years where it is common to have a day off work to be with 
your family.

Clergy The Emperor is the Holy Vessel of Illar’s Light and the highest 
ranked member of the Temple of Oden. Beneath the Emperor 
Yabuqa are ‘Beacons’ a council of clergy responsible for appointing 
the rest of the clergy called ‘Calor’, which tend to the Illar temples.

The Calor tend to the needs of the people. Public opinion of the 
Temple of Oden is good for the middle classes, while a lot of the 
lower classes feel that they are ignored in their needs.

Tenets The Temple teaches that Illar is the Guardian of living beings.            
The morals it teaches are compassion and enlightenment. 

Holy Sites Temples of Illar are holy and tended to by the Calor. Anyone has 
access as long as they look and act ‘presentable’, in there lies the 
problem for the lower classes with limited access to the washing of 
clothes and personal hygiene.

Factions Some sects of vigilantes within the faith that use branding and rit-
ual burning to cleanse out bad behaviour.

Varaes Spirit Worship   
This religion exists in many different guises all over the world, especially in Elf        
societies. Spirit worship religions have a lot in common, but they seldom guarantee 
that the worshippers get along.

Timeline The religion came into being over time as the Varaes started to 
learn about the world around them. It is in constant change, as 
Spirit worship is based on what spirits are in power at the current 
time.

Gods The Varaes do not worship Linnea, but claim to have relationships 
with individual local Spirits of the Forest.

Demigods See Entities.

Entities A sample of different Entities worshipped by the Varaes:
The Forgotten One - Animal Spirit in charge of dividing prey 
between meat eaters.
Seorash - Insect Spirit that protects their food sources from the 
environment
Matasan - River Spirit that ensures that the Oak trees get their fair 
share of water from the streams.
Brothai - Tree Spirit that helps to create animal and critter homes 
in old trees.
Doilea - Fish Spirit that guides the Salmon upriver to mate.
Arlag - Animal Spirit that decides the winners when a creature is 
challenged for its territory.

Entities (cont.) Ualas - Tree Spirit that protects fruits and berries from parasites.
Ciar - Fungus Spirit which supplies yeast to the air to allow for 
open air fermentation.
Meinn - Flower Spirit that teaches herbs what their purpose is.

Myths No position, not of any importance. The Varaes have many fables 
which put the Spirits in an everyday perspective. 

‘Brothai’s’ Dilemma’ is about two birds wanting the same area           
for nesting.

Rituals 
and traditions

They celebrate the ‘Festival of Passing’ when an elder druid dies 
and the mantle is passed to their apprentice.

Clergy Druids, these are both political and religious leaders on the merit 
of their supposed wisdom. Each village has an Elder Druid and all 
the Elder Druids meet in a council to discuss the common good 
of their villages.

Public opinion varies from village to village, mostly based on if 
the public feels that the druid serves the Spirits properly to ensure 
their safety and well-being.

Tenets Their moral teachings are based on the fables handed down 
through generations on what constitutes ‘a good life’ and the         
understanding of right and wrong.

Holy Sites Forests are holy, the Varaes feel that their villages pollute their    
surroundings, but that they are inevitable. They try to make their 
settlements as inoffensive as possible, by creating shrines, gardens 
and not harming nature more than necessary in the process.

Factions Guardians: Worships protective spirits.
Skinwarper: Worships primal and predatory spirits.
Swampers: Worships water spirits.

Teaching of Fumbus   
Most dwarves, old and new follow the teachings of Fumbus. A collage of doctrine 
built around the Spirits of the Mountain.

Timeline 2000 years before the calendar of Oden, the dwarves made peace 
with their maker and started to write down its teachings.

Gods Fumbus is the only God in this religion.

Demigods Gespera - Teacher of Jewelcrafting
Nashavesha - Teacher of Mechanics
Malar - Teacher of Alchemy

Entities Beshtun - Caller of Cave-Ins

Myths Fumbus was the apprentice of the Fire of Creation when the 
world became. He etched himself into the fabric of the deepest 
and darkest places. This story pre-supposes that the Spirits of the 
Mountain existed before creation.

Rituals 
and traditions

There are no rituals to speak of, as they work at their faith every 
day. They practice apprenticeships and have a few ceremonies 
involved in graduation.

Clergy There is no clergy, but the elder council makes an effort to guard 
their writings, as it is their direct link to what Fumbus had taught 
their ancestors.

Tenets Dwarves live with the burden of fragile and flawed bodies.           This 
informs their tenet of ‘what is flawed can be fixed’, they also apply 
this to the rest of the world. They are the cure to the disease of 
imperfection.

‘Find in your mind a new path to wander and you will meet your 
maker’, a proverb telling dwarves that creativity is the path to 
Fumbus.
‘Hard work is the goal and the reward’ teaches them to take pride 
in their work.

Holy Sites Dwarves are known to keep most of what precious metals and gems 
they find, without extracting it. Sections of the mines are closed 
down as shrines to pay tribute to the treasures of the Mountain.

Factions There are several small enclaves of dwarves, but most still follow 
the same religion.
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Temple of Ariva Theocraticsus   
The Ariva are famously religious zealots who still practice ritual sacrifice to appease 
their Spirits. Their reputation is perhaps undeserved, but there are truths to it.

Timeline The religion is not that old, considering the age of Elf societies. 
In earlier times there was no system to interpret the worship                  
of nature.

This was all changed with the formation of the theocracy.                      
The inciting event was the accidental cutting of a holy tree.

Gods Linnea is the God-Shepherd, she who guides and nurtures the 
Unity of Nature (Forest Spirits).

Demigods None

Entities Forest Spirits. The Theocracy has nine thousands ‘certified’ spirits 
of worship, each with its own shrine. Some shrines are the sizes of 
teacups, while some are magnificent monolithic structures.

Ariva generally go to Linnea for guidance in understanding and 
communicating with the different Spirits.

Myths They believe that when the world was created, the Fires of Justice 
dissolved. This woke the Spirits of Nothingness and gave them 
purpose.

Together nature forms ultimate fairness and justice, apart they 
form chaos and instability. The Lampholder is a famous myth 
warning children to not seek the power of ‘the Deep’.

Rituals 
and traditions

The Tribunal of Grand Clerics perform ritual sacrifice using          
convicted murderers. The Valyun celebrate the Festival of Hidden 
Intentions, an ancient way to deal with the unpredictability of life. 

Further than that, most Ariva villages and cities pay regular tribute 
to their local spirits.

Clergy The Tribunal of Grand Clerics of Ariva are the highest authority 
in the religion. Beneath them are a hierarchy of druids.

Druids tend to the various spirits, while the Clerics tend to             
religious doctrine and tradition. Druids are revered, while Clerics 
are feared.

Tenets Live in absolute accordance with nature. This is the only tenet. 
Druids teaching the young usually add ‘to the best of your abilities’.

Holy Sites There are numerous holy sites, first and foremost there is the 
Arivirium, the Cleric’s grand temple, paying tribute to several key 
spirits. 

Then there are shrines to the individual spirits (however small they 
are) and lastly there are sacred trees, anointed by the Clerics.

Factions Valyun have a more relaxed relationship with their religion.

Creatures & NPCs

Assassin (6)    
No assassin is the same, but some may share features. It is possible to change out 
some features here.

Sub-Types: Humanoid (Human) 

Body 4 2 BR Special Features: Greater Weaponry, Stalk.

Mind 4 1 MR

Soul 2 1 SR Description: Assassins do not plan to fight 
anyone. They prepare so that they may slip 
in and out unnoticed, leaving only a corpse 
behind. In a clinch, they will turn to their 
blades (3 Body).

Power Points 3

Barakite (1)    
A dwarf of Barakite origin a sample citizen of one of their cities. Grown Barakites are 
trained in a profession or a craft, to serve the greater whole. Barakites 

Sub-Types: x

Body 6 2 BR Special Features: Earthen, Profession, 
Weaponry.Mind 1 2 MR

Soul 2 1 SR Description: Most Barakites are hesitant to 
fight, since they are prone to injury, if they do, 
most are trained with spears (3 Body, +1 BR).

Power Points 3

Officer (6)
A trained officer, +1 Mind. Swap Profession with Rake (Weaponry). Uses a warpick 
to swipe at several enemies at a time (4 Body).

Warmonger (6)
+10 Power Points. Uses sword and shield, swap Profession with Spellcasting 
(Primeval, Conjoined Sulfuric Kindle, Mag 7, +2 Body 1 meter radius).

Warrior (6)
Is well trained, but still brittle. +1 Body.

Deep Squid (1)    
A strange creature which uses its arms to grab prey and then proceeds to drain its 
Soul. It can live in stasis for aeons, without sustenance.

Sub-Types: Aquatic, Primal

Body 3 1 BR Special Features: Constrict, Natural           
Weapons, Essence drain (Soul).Mind 2 1MR

Soul 3 1 SR Description: It will lie fully still at the bottom 
of a pool of water, assuming the shape of 
stalagmites. They will attack by swirling their 
arms and biting with their elongated mouths 
(1 Body, 1 Soul).

Power Points 3

Enchanter (1)    
The Enchanter is a trained magician, after leaving the path of Galdring. Has loyal 
followers from those days and is not afraid to use them as a shield to further the work.

Sub-Types: Humanoid (Human), Arcane

Body 5 1 BR Special Features: Arcane Affinity,              
Spellcasting.Mind 2 2 MR

Soul 2 1 SR Description: The Enchanter uses magic to 
defeat any challenger. If given time to prepare, 
first the Enchanter will enlarge a Sharg, then 
lower the player’s BR. 
1. Spell (Coalesce Earth and Salt, 9 Mag, 
Change size of one creature)
2. Spell (Deep resonance, Mag 9, -1 BR) 
3. Spell (Separation of Salt and Sea, Mag 10, 
+2 Body dealt per round) Has a longsword, 
just in case.

Power Points 3
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Minion (1)    
Servant (1) 
Sub-Types: Humanoid (Human)

Body 3 2 BR Special Features: Bloodrage, Greater         
Weaponry.Mind 3 2 MR

Soul 3 2 SR Description: Minions will fly into a rage,        
if their master is threatened, hacking with 
their axes (3 Body).

Power Points 3

Guard (1)
Uses axe and shield, (2 Body, +1 BR).

Sharg (1)    
Shargs are alteral creatures rumoured to be banished Forest Spirits.

Sub-Types: Alteral Aberration

Body 4 2 BR Special Features: Alteral                                
Deflection, Improved Natural Weapons,                        
Manoeuvrability.

Mind 2 2 MR

Soul 3 0 SR Description: Shargs use their very sharpened 
claws (2 Body) to do intricate work or           
shred flesh.

Power Points 3

Areas

Rancari Mountain Range
Located east of the Varaes Forest Region and south of Actar lake, nestled around 
Rancari Peak (3672 metres). Rancari Mountain Range is a part of the large range of 
mountains separating Oden from the Unclaimed Territories. There are some cities 
and villages mostly concentrated on mining ventures. Inside Volitash mountain, there 
is a still inhabited Dwarf city.

See map, Appendix II.

Archetype Mountain

Backstory The Rancari Mountains have been home to several civilizations 
through the ages, like the Barakites and Kobolds. Legends tell of 
an ash elf dynasty once, when one of the mountains was an active 
volcano.

The Barakites cling to Volitash still, while the Odenites have 
stayed in Elhan’s View and Akram since the Expansion.

Climate Oden Mountain

Landmarks Rancari Peak (near Eknomzep), Volosh Peak (near Volitash), 
Steaming Lake (near Ramshack)

Location Elhan’s View (a), travel central
Akram (b), 60 km (Path) 
Ramshack (c), 25 km (Path)
Volitash (d), 55 km (Path, Road)
Enchanter’s Fort (e), 55 km (Path, Mountain)
Shelter (f ), 75 km (Path, Valley, Mountain)
Mountain Sanctuary (g) 75 km (Path)
Eknomzep (h) 100 km (Path, Mountain)
Mountain Path (between a and g).

Travel High up in the mountains there is a lot of snow, further beneath 
there is a lot of ice cold melting water and low sunlight.

Traveling in the area depends on winter clothing and good boots. 
It may be slippery and steep, travel time is one and a half of normal 
pace.

Survival At night the temperatures can creep way below zero, at winter all 
the way down to -25. Through the valleys and canyons ice cold 
winds blow all day.

Without camp heating and correct clothing, frostbite and colds are 
unavoidable. Also be careful with avalanches and rock slides.


